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0. Introduction 
In [ I]$ Bass defined the notion of stability for unimoduiar sequences. There is an 
obvious extension of that notion to one for unimodular matrices. We explore here 
the properties of this new stability and obtain (as an immediate consequence of a 
theorem of Eisenbud-Zvans) an analoguc of Bass’ Stable Range Theorem for uni- 
modular matrices. Using results of Vase&e% and Krusemeyer, we prove that this 
stable range theorem is best possible for polynomial rings over fields (fields con- 
tained in the field of real numbers.) 
In addition, we discuss the relationship between stability of matrices and pro- 
jective modules. Using some of these ideas, we will give a lower bound for the stable 
range of R [xl, .,., +_C’]i, . . . . -)jn f when R is an arbitrary commutative ring (there will 
be two exceptions). Unfortunately, this lower bound depends only on H and not on 
R and becomes apoor bound as the dimension of H increases. We also mention 
some cormections between these ideas and the elementary (matrix) groups over R. 
I. Preliminaries 
In what follows, all rings are commutative with unit. The field of real numbers 
will be denoted by R and the field of complex numbers by C. 
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I. 1. Definition. Let clt be an m X rt matrix with entries in a ring R and consider 
CI : R” 3 Rm (we will freely assume that our free modules have 3 standard basis and 
all maps are with respect to chosen bases). We say that ar is urtimc&lur if the map 
above is an onto mapping. 
1.2. Remarks. (I j IF m = I, this is an alternate (equivalent) formulation of the no- 
tion of a unimodular sequence as, say, that given in [ 11. 
(2) It is not difficult, akhough tedious, to show that CII : Rn -+Rm is unimodular 
if and only if the ideal of R generated by the m X m minors of Qr is the unit idesl. 
1.3. Notation. If ut3 .. . . q are elements of Rn, we will write co1 (ut , . . . . Ott) to denote 
the 11 X f matrix whose columns are q, . . . . trt (in that order). 
1.4. Definition. (1) A unitnodular matrix or = co1 (ut, . . . . v&l is called srablv if there 
are bt, . ..* bn_1 E R such that the matrix co1 (VI+ b 1 u,$* 02 + b2un. . . . . Un-1 f bn_, v,* j 
is u&nodular. 
(2) If R is 3 ring and m,n E 2’ with m G n, we say that R satisfies currditic~~ 
sr (nr, It, R j (or simply sr (m, n) if J? is understood) provided all k X II unimodular 
matrices over R are stable. 
Bass’ Stable Range Theorem may rlow be stated. (For those unfamiliar with any 
of the terms in this theorem we suggest they consult [ I ] .) 
1.5. Theorem [ I f . Let R bc, CI commutative ring with max.spec R a nocthcrian space 
of dimension d. Then R satisfies condition sr (1, n) if n Z d + 2. 
Proof. See [ 11. 
We prove, mor e g enerally : 
1.6. Theorem,. If R is QS in Theorem I.5, then R satisfies condition sr (m, n) if 
rz>d+m+l. 
Tcs prove this, we first recall 3 theorem of Eisenbud and Evans 131. If R is a com- 
mutative ring, p a prime ideal in R, and M an R-module, we write /-dim [p) E dirnen- 
sion of the maximum spectrum of R/y and p(R, , A!” ) to be the least number of 
flements needed to generate MP 3s an RI, -module. 
1.7. Theorem [3]. Let R be a commutative ring and suppose max-spec R is a 
noerheriun S~WP. Let M be an R-module, and suppose {ml, . . . . mr) generates M. If 
t 3 sup {j-dim ( p) f p(R, , M,, ) : p E j-spec (R ), MP # 0 1, then there are 
‘1, l **t $1 E R such that {mt +q m,, ...3mt_1 +rt._, m,) gctzerutes M. 
Prwf of Theorem k.6. We show here how the theorem is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 1.7. 
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If a : Rn --, Rm is unimodular and fq, . . . . E,,] is the siandard basis for Rrz, then 
{MEI ). “-9 Q(Q) (the columns of a) generate R‘?‘. Since for any prime ideal p of 
R we have p(R,, (Rm jp) = tn. it follows that 
st.~p (j-dim Q) + y(Rp , (R”)& = d + m . 
Thus, if II 24 + m + I, we nlay apply Theorem 1 .I’ to the n generators of Rm, 
ME * 19 ‘.‘? Q(E,& But that is prcoisely the conclusion that Q is stable. tJ 
We would like to show that Theorem 1.6 is the best possible generai result that 
cm be obtained. We first prove: 
Proof. (I j For completeness, we give the proof as in #rusemeyer I[_‘;]. Clearly it 
suffices to prove this for t = n + 1. 
Ixt [qt b+r,aR+~ 1 be a unimodular matrix, then there are b,, . . . . O,, b,+l ER - 
such that Crzl’ Uibi = 1. Consequently, [al, . . . . an_+ a,,b,, +a,,+lb,+l] is a uni- 
tnsciuiar t X n matrix. By sr(1.n) there are q, . . . . ‘;r_~ E R such that 
(‘j lq +qla*b,, +a,*+$,r+]j* l--,-l +r, -.f~~J$, +a,#+lb,l+ljl 
is unimodular. Since (*) is unimodular, so is 
and this clearly shows that [al, . . ..~~.a~+~] is stable. 
(2) The following lemma, whose proof we omit, will help in proving this part of ’ 
the proposition. 
1.9. Lemma. Let Q be aB m X II matrix (m G n), and let p be an nr X t matrix (t Z 1 j. 
If we let I, denote the t X t identity matrix ad 0 a matrix cmsistir2g of zeroes artid 
set 
A P ar 
a= ( 1 rr 0’ 
then 
(1) l%e (m + t) X (m + t) minors of& generate the same idelzl of R as the m X m 
minors of a. 
(2) a is unimodulur if and on@ if 6 is unimodular. 
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We now proceed wi‘h the proof of M(2). Let Q be an I)X X n unirnodular matrix, 
and suppose we are given sr (sn + t, N + t) for some t Z 1. Consider 
0 ck 
h 
a= ( ) It 0 l 
BY 1.9, & is unitnodular, and by sr (m + t, tt + tl, 2 is stable. Tl~s there me 
‘I, ***5 I;vt+f_-l W? such that 
7’ = col(+) I+‘* &n+t). l .** ++t-* P&t_* &n+,)) 
is unimodular. But 7 looks like 
P iii 
1. - 
1’ - ( 1 I, 0’ 
Since r is unimodular, we conclude, again from 1.9, that Cr is unimctdular. But this 
simply says that Q is stable. 
(3 j bt !ul, ...q qn] be unimodular. Clwose kt , . . . . b2, SUCII that Z$Et Qibi = 1. 
Then, by a remark of Bass f 21, 
f- q . . . ‘I, a,+1 l ** “2,, 1 
is unimodular. By sr (2,Z H) it is stable, but then so is its top row. This is a conse- 
quence of the obvious fact that if ot is a stable m X n matrix, then every I X IZ sub- 
matrix of Q is also stable. 
(4) Assume ST (nt i. t, n) for some 0 G t 6 n - nt, and let ah be an m X u unimodulat 
ntatrix. Since ah stably free R-modules are free, a can be completed to an n X n unl- 
modular :natrix. In particular, ei can be extended to an (m + t) X n unimodular 
ntatrix. Uy sr (m + t, n) and the remark at the end of the proof of (3), a is then 
stable. 0 
1.10. Theorem. Let K C R beafield, and let K(d) = K[X,,..., XJ. Then: 
(i)sr(m.n,K(d))ifyz Zd +m + 1. 
(2) If m G n and n < d + m + 1 9 therr rhere is a unimodulur m X n matrix, with 
entn*es in K (d ), which is nor stable. 
Proof. (1) Since the dimension of max-spec K(d) = & tltas follows from Theorerr 1.6. 
(2) We first note that Vase&in [Is] has shown that (X,, .*.. Xd, 1 - Z& A’;] is 
not stable in K(d). So sr (1 ,d f I) is false for A’(2). The complete proof of (2 j will 
follow from: 
Proof. By Proposition i.8( 2), sr (m, n) * sr ( I , tz .- m + 1). By hypothesis, 
II _-- m + 1 G d f 1) and SO, again by Proposition I .8( I ), 
sr(,l,rt--nt + 1) 3 sr(I,d+l). Cl 
1 .I 2. Remark. VaserZtebl [S] also shows that C [xl, . . . . x,~ 1 does not have 
Sr ( I , [ f n) + I). We will give a proof of that here and show how this result is derived 
from his theorem on R [Xl, . . . . &I ; see our Theorem 3.6. 
2. Projective modules and stability of matrices 
If a : IV + Rm is a unimoduiar matrix, then Ker a is a stably free projective 
R-moMe. We would Like to examine here some of the relationships between stably 
free projective modules and stability for unimodular matrices. 
It is convenient to introduce a more general concept than that of stability. 
2.1. Definition. 1Pt a be an pn X !I unimodular matrix over R. If 1 -G k < N, let 
S(a, k) be the submodule of R” generated by a(.~~_k+t), . . .. LY(E,). We wit1 say 
that Q is k-stable if there are x1, . . . . xn._k E Sfcr, k) such that 
is unimodular. We shall then say that 5 is nbrainaMe fir~rn 01 via a k-stability. 
2.2. Remarks. (1) Stability Is the same as Lstabilitv. 
(2) ff @ is ctl X FZ aitd k-stable, then one must h&e n -- k 2 Fn. 
2.3. Theorem. Let R lie a commutative ring and let OL by afl m X 11 unimodular 
matrix over R. Assume that ar is k-stable. C&I: 
(1) Ker Q 2 Rk e Q fur SOnie ytojertive R-mcidule Q. 
(2)lf I Q k Q m, then Kerat GI RmMk s RnbTUk. 
(3) If-k 3 m, thert Ker Q is ftee. 
bf (adapted from [4]). (1) Since a is k-stable, there is an elementary matrix 1F . 
such that &’ = (q , @), where aI 1s a unimodular (n-k) X n2 matrix. Consider the 
diagram 
102 
Both rows arc exact, and the square on the right commutes. Since E and id are iso- 
morphisms, we have, by the five lemma, that Ker a 2 Ker (at fl). 
Now consider the diagram 
0 ------, Ker cu 1 ._.___+Rtt-k _.?l + R?tt .-+ f-J 
where both rows are exact and i is the inclusion into the first (n -- k) copies of R. 
The square on the right commutes, and so we may let @ be the induced map on the 
kernels which makes the left square commute. By the five lemma, & is 10 1, and by 
the snake lemma, cokere 2 Rk. Thus we have the exact sequence 
and so Ker (aI P) 3 Rk e Ker a1 . This proves (1). 
(2) Now say 1. G k G 171. Then 
Ker(a, 6) TV RmMk ~(RkdCercul)~R m--k 2 Kerq eb Rm 2 RN-k , 
which proves (2). 
(3) To prove (3). suppose k > m. Then 
s p-k @, Rk-m ~Rn--m . 
2.4. Remarks. (1) Theorem 2.3(3) sometimes gives a way of determining when a uni- 
modular matrix is not k-stable. For example, if a is a I X u matrix and if or is I-stable, 
then we obtain the familjar fact that Kercr! is free. Thus, in the ring 
R.@)=R[xt ,... ~x,J(I:x~---li, the matrixa= [.kl . . . XJ isnot stable ifrr#2,4,8, 
because then Ker a is not free 4 71. (2) In Rf2) = R [x1,x2] /(x1 +xs -~ I), the matrix a = [Zl X2] is not 1 -stable, . 
although Kerar is free. 
Proof: We first note that the units of R(2) are precisely the units of R. So, if 
[Xl x2] is I-stable, then there isfE R [x1,x2] such that xi +f+ x2 3 constant 
(# 0) mod (xl +x$ - I), i.e., 
(3) For R(H) = R[xl, .I., x,] /(Z xi’ - 1 j, N = 48, WC have been unable to decide 
if [Q . . . Zn] is l-stable. 
(4) We have also been unable to decide if sr (m, n) * ST (m, n + 1) for n~ > 1. 
The following proposition point9 out the relationship between k-stability and 
l-stability. We shall heve occasion to use it later. 
2.5. Proposition. Let R be u ring, and /et cy be a unimodular m X 11 matrix. Then ar is 
k-stdh und 0 is obtainable fhm u via u k-stabilit_v if’ and on& if tkrc is Q scquent*e 
of urtim0duiar matriixs 
Proof. (e) Clear. 
# 
f*) This is clear for k = 1, and we assutne it is true for matrices which are (k - 1 )- 
stable and prove it for matrices which are k-stable. 
Suppose CL, a unimodular m X 11 matrix? is k-stable. Then there are 
x1 , . . . . xn_& E ?$a, k) such that 
co1 (a@*) + xt, ..*, a(~,_kj + x,*_~) = 13 
is unimodular. Write 
where ri E R and wi E S(‘&, k - i ). We claim that 
p* = col(~(~t)+wt...., a(e,.-k)+Wk~“(~~-k+l)) 
is unimodular. This is clear if one observes that the subsFace of RM spanned by the 
columns of 0 is contained in that spsnned by the columns of Pt. Clearly 01 i; (k - ’ ) 
stable and fit can be obtained from or via a JIk - l)+tability. By the induction hypo- 
thesis, there is a sequence 
where q+l IS obtainable from cxi via a 1 -stability and the cki are all unimodular. 
Clearly /3 can be obtained from j3t via a I-stability, and the proposition is proved. Cl 
Proposition 2.5 together with Theorem f .7 and the idea of the proof of 
Theorem f .6 yield: 
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2.6. Theorem. If‘R is a commutative ring and max-spec R is a noethertbn space of 
dirnertsimt d, and if at is a unimodular m X tt matrix wirlt n 2 d + m + k, k 2 I , hcrt 
a is k-stable. 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 have outlined what appears to be a way of studying stably 
free projectives over rings where the dimension of max-spec R = d. Unfortunately 
(or fortunately, depending on your point of view), in order to apply Theoretn 2.6 
one needs n 2 cl+ m + k, so in particular n -- m > d. By Bass’ Cancellation Theorem 
1 I], stably free projectives over R of rank >d are free. One way to use dlese results, 
though, is to note t.hat if a is mt X n unimodular and k-stable, then the proof of 
Theorem 2.6 wili give a way to construct very explicit summands of Ker a. 
Before giving some applications of these ideas we record some facts about 
k-stability. 
2.7. Definition. Let R be a commutative ring. We say that R satisfies condition 
srk (m, n, R) @r simply srk [m, n j if R is underst;lod) provided ever)r m X it uni- 
modular mat ix over R is k-stable. 
2.8. Prcrjposition. Let R be a commutative r&g. Thtw : 
(1)Sfk+l(m,?2j~srkIP'f,~---t)~~rrt- t--k&?t. 
(z) wk (men) a q_r ( nr,njj;,r lGk--&k. 
Proof. (1) Say at is a unirnodular m X (N .- t) matrix, and consider 6 = (a 0). TJten 
& is m X 12 unimodular and so is (k + Qstable; but this implies that 1[y isk-stable. 
&2) CJear. (Jn fact, it was used in Proposition 2.5.) 
(3) Same as Proposition l%(Z). 
(4) Assume srk (J ,rt), and let [aI, . . . . a,+J ] be ronimodular. Choose bi such that 
c i”=;’ aibi = : 9 and ConSi&r [f? Jp . . . . a,_.+ Cl/!zj_k+J aibi]. This matrix is uni- 
modular of size 1 X (tt _-. k + 1). By (I ), srk ( 1, It) =S sr 1 ( I, rl ,-. k f I), so there are 
q, ...l ptt_k E R, so that 
ll+l 
c 
WJ 
Ql+‘i aibi, l *.q an-k t rn__k G aibi 
@n---k+ 1 i=n-k+J 1 
is unrmodulsr. But then 
t1+ 1 
c 
n+J 
aJ +‘J a,$, l -9 an--k + r,,_k c 
i=n-. k+2 
aibi* an-k+1 
i=n-k+L 3 
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is unimodular and this shows that [uj, . . ..(I~~+ J] is k-stable. 
(5) Same as Proposition 1.813‘). 
(6) Same as Proposition I .X(4). 
This allows L to give a generalization of Theorem 1 .I0 for k-stability. 
2.9. Theorem. Let K s R be a field. Set K (6) = K [xl, . . ..xJ. Then: 
( i ) sr& (m. n, K(d)) holds if tt 2 d + nt + k. 
(2 j s’& (nr, 11, K(d)) is false if )t <d + m f k. 
Roof. (1) is clear from Theorem 2.6. 
(2) Suppose n < d + m + k, and suppose that K(d j satisfies rk (m, n). Now 
sf& (??I, It) * sr 1 (nt, ?t -. k =t 1) by Proposition 2.8( 1). This implies sr I( 1 ,ft -- k -- m + 2) 
by Proposition M(2). Since n Cd + tz1+ k, we have It - k - m + 2 <d + 1, so we ob- 
tain sr I(1 ,d + 1) for K(d) by Proposition 2.8(l). This contradiction yields the de- 
sired result. Cl 
3. Applications 
We would like to obtain some results about the stable range (in Bass’ terminology) 
ofR[x, , . ..J.& where R is some commutative ring. We shall need information 
about projective modules over some quotient rings of these polynomial rings. To 
that end we quote a part of a theorem of Michele Raynaud. 
3.1. Theorem [6, Corollary (5.3). (1) Let K be a field of charucteristi~ 0 or of churac- 
t&tic p > 3, and consider the ring K(n) = K [xl, . . ..xn.yl, q...,_~*,] i(Z~SI xiyi - I), 
where n > 1. If a = [Xl . . . Znf and P = Ker oE, then: 
(a) P is a projective K(n)module; 
(b) Pe K(n) z (K(n)r; 
(c) Pis not free. 
(2) If’char K = 2 and n # 3 or char K = 3 and n # 4, the conclusions in (1) also 
hold for K(n). 
In order to use Theorem 3.1 we record the following lemmas. 
3.2. Lemma, Let R be a ring, and m, n, k positive intqpx Assume that for each s, 
where rt - k + 1 G s G ?I, Hpe have sr 1 (nt, s). men: 
( 1) srk (m, 11:) is true filr lt. 
(2)srl (l,n- k+ l)=+S’k (r,tt). 
Roof. (I) is just a weak version of Proposition 2.5. 
(2jToprove(2),wenotethatsrl(I,n-k+1)~srt(l,s:)fors~n-k” Land 
so from ( 1) we conclude that R szt isfies srk ( 1, n). D 
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3.3. timma. Let R be a ring and I = (f ,, . . . . f,} m ideal of R. Then 
%tS+ k (m, ms + II. R) * srk (m, n. RfI I. 
Proof. Suppose co1 (Et, . ...6,,) is unimrrdular inR = R/I, where zi?, f Em. ‘IIte sub- 
module of R* generated by at? . ..? or,* and IR” is then all of R” v and consequently 
IS a tmimodulra: matrix. By assumption, this matrix is (nts +k)-stable. If we perform 
this (MIS +k)_stability and consider the resulting matrix module I, it is clear that 
cot (671, . . . . iji,) is k-stable. 
3.4. Fropositbn. k!xt R bcr a ring, and ler f E R. Tk~~: 
11) q ~~.dO *sr2(I,~t+ 1,R). 
(Z)srz(.l,rr+ l,R)*srt (l,~,R/‘(f)). 
(3) sr1 (Ln,R) * srt (L~z.R/I.fD. 
Proof. (I) follows from kmma 3.2. 
(2) fsllows from Lemma 3.3 after setting k = s = m = 1. 
(3 j follcrws immediately from (1) and (2). 0 
We are now in a position to apply Proposition 3.4 to a study of stable range for 
rings. 
Proof. We consider two cases. 
CM? 1: It = 2s. We relabel the indeterminates Xt, . . . . XS, Yt, . . . . YS and set 
f = S& Xi Vi - 1. By Theorem 3.1 and Remark 2.4( I) we conclude that 
Sri (1,s. K,/( f 1)) is false. More particularly, the matrix [,& . . . &I is not l-stable. 
By Proposition 3.4(3) we conclude that srI (1 ,s, K,) is false. Since 3 = [Jo]. Phis 
proves the theare4-n in this case. 
Case 2: 0 = 2s + 1. We relabel the indeterminates, and let 
K, = KIX, X1, l ‘s, xs, Y,, . . . . ys) . / 
1Rt f= X. Then by Case I we know that srl (l,s,K,J( f )j is false. Again, by Pro- 
posi*.ion 3.4(3), we conclup that r,rt (1 ,s, K,) a~ false. Since s = [ inj, we have 
proved the theorem. cf 
We can do better than Theorem 3.5 in another special case. 
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3.6. (Vase&em). Let K be n subfidd of C. where i = t/c-- 1) E K. Let 
A’,# = K[X,, . . ..XnJ. T1ren: 
( 1) K, sutisfws Sf I( 1, m) if m 2 81 + 2. 
(2) K, does Not Wisf~ sr I(. I 9 [ ; N] + 1). 
Proof. (Vase&in states his theorem for K = C. He does not include a proof in his 
paper. So for completeness we include our proof here.) 
In view of the proof of Theorem 3.5, it is wfficient to prove this theorem when 
/I is even, say ~8 = 2s. For convenience, we relabel the indeterminates in K, as 
Xl , . ..( X$. Y,, . ..) Yg. We claim that the matrix 
m 
a= 
[ 
Xt+iYt,X~+iY2~..., Xs+iYg,F=h Xj?+c 
/=I j=l 
Yf-1 
I 
is not I -stable. Clearly Q: is unimodular. 
We note that if PE K,, then P can be written uniquely as P = P, t +, where 
P,. 4 e R[Xj, . . ..X.* Y,,*.., YJ* 
Now, if at is I-stable, there are ~1~ . . .. rs E K, (where rj =fi t igj) such that 
[(X1+iY1)+tlF,(X2+iY2)+rzF, . . ..(Xs+iYs)+rf] 
is u&nodular, i.e., 
1x1 +flWW’l +glFl, IX2 +f2FW(Yz +g#), ..-? CX,+ &F)+i(Y, +,qqF)] 
ts unimodular. So we can find pll . ..( ps TV K, (where pi = ti t iuj) such tilat 
IWl tf@‘)tU~ +Q 01~1 t l s* t [MS +fsF)+ i(Ys +g,F)]p, = 1 . 
Comparing the real and imaginary parts of both sides, we obtain 
But this says that 
Ix, +flFv X2 +f2F, . . . . Xs + f2F, Y, +gl F, . . . . Ys + f$q 
is unimodular. But this implies that [X1, . . . . X,, Y,, . . . . Ys, F] is I-stable in 
L[X,, .a., x,, Y,, a.** Y& where L is some subfield of R. This contradicts what we 
have denoted as Theorem 1. JO. Cl 
3.7. Rt?mark. Our proof of Theorem 3.6 amount: to a proof (over a subfield K of 
C containing 1= &-- I) that IX,, . . . . Xs, Z/=t Xi Yi -- I 1 is not 1 -stable over 
K[X1,..., Xs’ Y), .**9 Ysl. We have been unable to decide if that matrix is not 
I -stable for other rings K. In particular for the K mentioned in Theorem 3.1 
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4. Some comments on the elementary group of a ring 
We first recall some standard efinitic>ns. 
4.1. Definition. (1) If X is a set and G is a group, we say that G acts on X (on the 
ri&t) if 
(a) x l g is defined to be some element af X for every x E X,g E G. 
(b)Ifgt,gzEG,thenx.(~lgZ)=(.~~gl)*g2ibrallxEX. 
(cj is x =x x X. 
We say that and E are equivdetzt under G if there is a g E G such 
that x1 ‘g =x2. 
(3) We say that G sets trarrsitiveelv OII X if for every x1 ,x7 E X, x1 and xl are _ 
equivalent under G. 
(3) sr l(1, n + k) * EL&R) acts tmnsitiveij on the set of unim~utar 
(k + 1) X (n + k) matrict~ 
(4) srk (m,n) 3 every unimoclular m X n matrix is equivalent (under EL,(R)) to 
a mutnx of the j?wm 
r 
i I 
I 
, 
i 
oj 1, 
1 _I_...-_ _.-___ t 
! 1 0 . . . 0 
! 
L 
+ I f 0 i . . . o__J 
if k < m, and to one of the fomt 
Proof. (1 j It is cleyly sufficient to show that any unimodular 1 X tz matrix is 
equivalent (under A+,(R)) to the matrix 
so let Qr = Ia* , l wan] bc unimodular; since we have sq (,I ,n, R), there are 
b, 9 l **p bn-1 f R such that 
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which is also unimodular. Rut then bi is a unit, and so (II’ is equivalent to 
I_ I 0 . . . 0 1 
i 
I 
But 
1 
(bi)-’ 
b; 
1 
0 
{3) Et is clear how the proof of this parallels that in part (2) of this propodtion. 
(4) Let a be an nt X n unimoduiar matrix. Since we have srk (m, II), Q is equiv- 
aknt to a matrix 
k 
and at1 is unimodutar, i.e., the columns of &I generate Rm . Thus, by 
multiples of the first E- k columns to the last k c4umns. we obtain 
adding suitable 
k 
Now, some linear ~omhinatiotl of the columns of CL~ is 
1 
ii 0 ’ “I=‘. . 
L 
. / 
0-J 
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So (t) is equivalent to 
i- I 
. . . 
I QLl ! “1 O 
t I 
1 : . J 
\ - M 
k 
If k < nr, by proceeding in the same fashion we obtain 
f I I 
I 
-‘I 
1 ; Ik ’ 
1 q ~~_.-_._._- i 
I 
I 1 
t 1 i 
1 
L. j” J i 
Now using the last k columns to clear out the first part of the matrix, we obtain 
as was to be shown. 
If k 2 r?l* the procedure to (t) is the same. If we continued that procedure we 
shouid obtain 
n-k k_m 
WC can now use I, to clear out all the other columns, and so obtain 
n-k 
and by an appropriate permutatlon of the columns (making sure to stay in EL,,(R) 
by, for example, choosing an even permutation) getting 
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Note added in proof. Keith Dennis has pointed out tct us that 2.4(4) is resolved by 
[8, Theorem 3’1. 
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